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Imaginarium Signs Deal 
with Vicon

Vicon has signed an agreement to become the 
main motion capture (mocap) technology suppli-
er to The Imaginarium - a London-based studio, 
co-founded by actor/director Andy Serkis and film 
producer Jonathan Cavendish. The Studio offers 
performance capture consultancy and production 
services to film studios, television and video game 
companies, as well as developing its own work.

Academy award-winning company, Vicon is sup-
plying 80 of its most advanced T160 motion cap-
ture cameras and new Blade software. The Imagi-
narium is also participating in an alpha project to 
provide input on Vicon’s next major entertainment 
software release, due to be announced later this 
year. The 16mp cameras and latest software will 
enable Imaginarium to deliver high quality data.

FMX trailer “a.maize” 
wins VES Award

The short film a.maize won the VES Award in the cate-
gory “Outstanding Visual Effects in a Student Project” 
at 10th Annual VES Awards in Los Angeles. The short 
film and FMX 2011 trailer, that was created by Falko 
Paeper, Roman Kaelin und Florian Wittmann, was 
one of three entries from the Filmakademie Baden-
Wuerttemberg. a.maize was chosen as best of six 
nominated films at the VES Award ceremony. The VES 
Awards are annually bestowed by the Visual Effects 
Society (VES) and count among the most prestigious 
distinctions in the realm of Visual Effects. This year’s 
Awards took place on February 7th in Beverly Hills. 
The 73 second-long trailer a.maize shows Stuttgart’s 
city center drowning in a sea of popcorn. Lying about 
the city like abstract sculptures, the over-dimensioned 
kernels of corn suddenly begin popping open, startling 
many an unsuspecting passerby.
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3D Animation Essentials - 3D is everywhere--video games, movie and 
television special effects, mobile devices, etc. Many aspiring artists and 
animators have grown up with 3D and computers, and naturally gravitate 
to this field as their area of interest. Bringing a blend of studio and class-
room experience to offer you thorough coverage of the 3D animation in-
dustry, this must-have book shows you what it takes to create compelling 
and realistic 3D imagery. Serves as the first step to understanding the 
language of 3D and computer graphics (CG).

UnrealScript Masterclass: Part 1 - In this training James Tan begins 
his series on re-creating Assault in UDK. James uses his 13 years of 
experience with Unreal Technology and Global UDK Educator with Epic, 
to demystify custom UDK game creation using UnrealScript. He starts 
off with setting up the Development Environment and then goes into the 
Base UDK Structure. James then goes over Pawns, Weapons, Weapon 
Attachments, Cameras, Player Replication Info, HUD, Inventory, Key Re-
lationships, Archetypes, Unreal FrontEnd, and playing over a LAN. 

http://www.amazon.com/3D-Animation-Essentials-Andy-Beane/dp/1118147480/?_encoding=UTF8&s=books&tag=cgarenagetatt-20&linkCode=ur2&qid=1326964008&camp=1789&sr=1-1&creative=9325
http://www.cgarena.com/store/unrealscript-masterclass-p1


http://bit.ly/ziuuBy


Hi, I am a self thought Brazilian CG artist, unfortunately, because by the time I started studying 3D, 1994, 
there were no schools here in Brazil, some schools were appearing in the USA and Europe, but I did not 
have resources to go study abroad. I used to draw a lot, and I really thought I would be a comic book artist, 
but I started to play around with 3D Studio r4 DOS version, and decided this was my future job. There was 
no internet available for mere mortals in Brazil until about later 1995, so the only way was to buy books, 
like the 3D Studio R4 Bible, and a few other rare stuff, also the first forums and specialized sites came long 
after this date, but when they came there was a boom of information exchange, people was so thirst for info 
and willing to share and help each other that I think it 
was the golden time for the forums. I learned a lot at 
the time.

Q.  Currently where you are working and what’s 
your nature of job?

Right now I am Head of CG at Iceland 2nd Nation / 
CUBOCC. A production house that produce live ac-
tion, effects, 3D Animation, 3D illustration, 3D games/
advergames, interactive new technologies, etc.

Q.  You have been at CUBOCC for quite a long 
time, longer than most CG guys stay in one spot 
unless they own the company. What makes you 
stay?

CUBOCC and now Iceland 2nd Nation are enter-
prises under Flag holding, our production efforts are, 
from now on, under Iceland 2nd Nation brand, and 
the nature of our business is what makes me stay, we 
are in the right spot when we talk about publicity and 
integrated business and new medias, we are working 
and developing new ways of interact to the audience, 
exploring new ways to make communication. From the 3D end of the job, where would I have the chance 
to work on film, illustration, games and new technologies altogether with a great part on the creative end of 
the process? I owe this to the people that believed in me and gave me this chance, and I hope to keep up 
the good work delivering better results at each new project.   

Andre Holzmeister

Q.  Hello Andre, could you tell us a bit about yourself and 
your background in CG and from where you have taken 
some training?

Both Talent and 
Gift are a great 

start but this turns 
to nothing without 

sweat.
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Q.  What spec machines are you using it on at the moment?

We use windows based computers, Octa-processors, 8 GB ram, Geforce GTX 470 with Autodesk Creative 
Suite (Max and Softimage), 2 to 3 years old machines that will be replaced soon.  

Q.  What education and experience required becoming a 3D Supervisor?

I was lucky enough to start a long time ago, which gave me a good leverage because I had time to study 
deeply every part of the 3D pipeline, because I had to do all by myself back in the old days, from concept to 
compositing/color grading, so this gave me a good eye for all parts of the project. I believe that generalists 
do have some leverage over specialists becoming 3D supervisors, but I doubt I could handle an animation 
supervisor title as well as a specialist can. So I think you have to understand very well all parts of the pipeline 
to be a 3D supervisor, sure, advised by lead artists on each field so you have a good control of every part 
of the job. Art knowledge and education is a very welcome skill too.



Q.  In Games, do you do any animating yourself, or is your role purely supervisory?

I try to, if I can I will do, have done for a few. But animation requires a lot of concentration and deciding, 
you are always deciding what to do next key frame, and as later studies of the brain indicates, we have a 
“limited” decision power along the day.

I stop a lot to look at my team’s work and a there are a lot of meeting about new prospected jobs that makes 
it hard to concentrate. And my decision calls are already very high every day, making animating more chal-
lenging and tiring process then I should be in normal conditions. 



Andre Holzmeister
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But animation is a passion, and every time I can, I will try to participate, in games or in animation commercial 
films, does not matter the media if I have the time I will. I do model a lot too for the games we have done, 
especially characters.

Q.  What’s the hardest part about when 
creating the games?

Everything ;) Making games was the most 
challenging of all areas of CG I have worked. 
There are so many rules, you can`t cheat a 
lot, like in film/animation. 

I have some part on creative and gameplay 
decisions, and this is very hard part of the 
processes, but I will keep it to the 3D end of 
this discussion.

Understand that we make advertising games  
(Advergames) for the web browser as part of 
the publicity efforts of a brand’s campaign. We 
use Unity3D engine and now we are experi-
encing WebGL, so we have a lot of limitations, 
from the technical part and from the media it-
self, I mean we have to make a game look 
good without using an high end hardware, we 
can’t use a lot of textures because the games 
are to be very small in size, we can’t use a lot 
of Unity’s engine most expensive features be-
cause we don`t know the hardware the user is 
using on his end. This created so many chal-
lenges that we have to use a lot of creativity 
to make a game look good. 

The texture budget is always so low that this 
is easily the hardest part on the 3D pipeline, 
we never could use baked lighting textures 
for our games as this would increase a lot 
the game size which is a giant problem, if the 
game is large we lose a lot of our audience. 
We use light maps though.
 





Andre Holzmeister
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Q.  Can you share your pipeline working in CUBOCC?

As I said, sometimes I have some participation on the creative end of some projects we develop, at this 
point I work as technical and creative consultant, so the creative and project conceptors can evolve and 
keep their efforts on what is possible to accomplish with the given budget and time. After all is concepted 
and the project starts, I get into preproduction,  sometimes we develop everything in-house and sometimes 
we contract outsourcing partners, local or remote, it depends on the nature of the project, for games we 
usually rather it to be local freelancer. When we get into production it is really much like any production 
house, we get the job done and drink some beer at work all Fridays! 

Q.  How much difference in the nature of job do you think between 3D Supervisor of Games and 3D 
Supervisor of Films and Commercials?

A lot, the medias are very different, the 
only thing that bind them together is the 
3D environment used to create both. 
When you create a game you focus on 
several things that you does not think 
about when producing film/commer-
cials. Example is animation, when you 
animate for film, you animate for the 
camera, what is seen is animated, if you 
can`t see his feet in a given scene, you 
do not animate it, but when it comes to 
games, usually the camera is in control 
by the player, so you have to animate 
everything, and there is blend anima-
tions and procedural character anima-
tion too, which is not much used in film 
as much as it is in games. So when you 
are supervising these different Medias, 
you have to know where the focus is to 
put the efforts of your team into where it matter the most.

Q.  What do you think is the best work you’ve ever produced? 

Well I liked to work on so many projects, it is hard to pick one, but I think the series of illustrations I did for 
Ghost Mania game from Legendo Entertainment, was a nice illustration project. I had lots of liberty to cre-
ate and modify the original concept arts I received, putting my art direction skills to the proof. I had about 
a week to create each image on my spare time, from concept to final composition. I think the hardest part 
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was to combine my work at TV Globo and produce at night without losing my wife ;) Keeping the quality was 
a difficult task too, the deadline was a bit tight given the circumstances.

Cornetto Feelings was one of the most interesting animation project I made. I like the look and feel of this 
film a lot; I had a strong participation on art direction and the screenplay of this piece. 



Andre Holzmeister
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Cheetos Rain Forest was easily the best 
game project I made, probably because of 
the nostalgia about the old school platform-
ing gameplay I always loved when I was a 
kid, Sonic and Donkey Kong was my main 
inspiration on art direction for the in game. 
The hard part was to make the game beau-
tiful with just a few texture sheets, all veg-
etation leafs had to be contained in just one 
1024x1024 texture, just to make clear how 
limited are our texture budget for Adver-
games.

Q.  Do you feel your life is more or less 
stressful than people in non-artistic ca-
reers?

I cannot put myself under other people perspective, so I do not know if a medic is more stressed when he 
is preparing to operate a sick guy then when I have to accomplish a tight and almost impossible deadline 
after 4 nights of low rest. I doubt I would be more stressed then the doctor. 

Overall working with something that you love is very pleasant, I love my work, this makes it all much easier, 
its being more of an artistic career or not I don’t think it really matters; what is important is to really enjoy 
your work. But indeed, art if very fun, I can’t see me working in other stuff.
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Q.  How do you manage to combine your personal life and work? In other words, you got some time 
to work on personal projects? Do you have any hobbies? 

This is a lot hard, the hardest thing by far. I have a lovely wife, no kids yet, but soon to come, I think when 
they come it will be much harder. I always make some time to produce personal projects, this is what mo-
tivates me more, I think I do them when I am most overwhelmed by my professional work as an escape to 
another mood, or other ideas, to keep the brain well. When you work on the same project for a long time you 
need get to other stuff not to get bored I guess. At least it is how I feel.

My hobbies are movies, series, and videogames, I hardly have time to play lately, but I try to get my eyes at 
the industry, and try to make time to play a few games a year, last year I played Mass effect 2, Uncharted 2, 
Batman Arkham asylum, Assassins Creed 2 and Trine. This year I played Uncharted 3 and started to play 
LIMBO, great independent game by the way along with Trine, the best 2 independent games I have played 
to date.

Q.  Do you believe in ‘talent’ or just daily practice and understanding concepts will help?

I believe in both. “Talent” and “gift” are a great start, but this turns to nothing without sweat. So you have to 
study a lot, the best way to cut a long way is to go to a nice school, but if you lack the resources, there is a 
lot of info and tutorials on the web just need to search, dig and find the useful stuff and practice a lot. Com-
munications skills are a must, you have to understand what your supervisors are trying to  say and have to 
ask if have any doubts, making yourself clear is an art by itself. Drawings and thumb nailing are a great way 
to “talk”. 

Q.  On which projects you are working these days?

We never stop to work on new stuff here at Iceland, always pros-
pecting new projects for our clients, unfortunately I can`t talk about 
them, for my personal works I am modeling an Orc based on Bliz-
zard’s Warcraft world, and I am pushing myself to participate in a few 
11 Second Club competition this year, last November I have partici-
pated, and finished 10th place, which I find really nice, I had finally 
finished one, as I tried to accomplish this a couple times before, but 
spare time was never on my side…

Thanks for taking the time to talk to us Andre. We look forward 
to your new work.

Web: www.animation.art.br



http://bit.ly/wJlSVy
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Hi, as a short introduction, before I start explaining the process for Spellweaver, would like to talk about 
some aspects that are very important for me when approaching a project.
  
In the first place, what is the key to get a good result? From my point of view, the total security in the idea 
and the confidence in the form of expression through our style and the various tools at our disposal. That 
is to say, if we have very clear the one that and the as, we´ll not fail. During maturation of the concept we 
should be concentrate totally on the idea that we want to transmit, that way through our form to work we 
can take advantage of it to the maximum, at the end, how to get that image creative, original and impacting.

The best thing is to liberate our imagination before start, and a good way to break the ice is making some 
thumbnails. We can create small sketches of the main idea in our heads, make ten or fifteen if it is neces-
sary, the purpose is to have clear what you want, although initially it´s only a scheme based on large stains 
and direction of light, but it will never be a lost of time. With this, the important general elements like com-
position and light should be clear, both are perceived first by us, interact constantly and will be crucial from 
the beginning to the end of work.
  
Second point, the organization of work. With time and experience, each author acquires a style of work, a 
way to establish the steps to carry out their picture, learn from others artist, read tutorials etc. The main thing 
is this method should be as seamless as possible and the best use of time. Ultimately, the method that facili-
tates us the work, not complicate it and make us go back and forward. There are so many ways to work; at 
final the most important thing is use that each one can be the most comfortable and productive in our style.

Keep in mind that an organized system does not mean we operate like 
a computer: “rendering”. We know we make a creative process, and the 
way of work we choose should not cause us to lose freshness, agility and 
dynamism.

STEP 1

For this project I´m going to represent a sorceress using the power of 
nature. She will be located in a clearing of a forest, levitating and starting 
to throw a spell. Having this idea clear, I should know what the point of 
interest is, what the secondary’s are or how I want to express the action 
figure, the pose, the gesture of the face and hands, and the light from the 
scene. From there, I should make a correct composition.

Already I’ve done a few thumbs and I have chosen one. Now we should 
be strong and be convinced from the start. As I mentioned, is the key to 
the rest of the work. So if we are insecure, it could hinder until the end, 
erasing and redrawing unnecessarily. This does not mean that the sketch 
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Making of Spellweaver
cannot vary. Of course, we can make mistakes, but the overall concepts should be stable always. 

Before I begin, apply noise and gesture in the background. It helps me to generate textures later and a good 
base for light therefore provides a good foundations. Next, I transfer the sketch in to a new layer resizing. 
You see now, I already have completed my base of the composition. Start with an axis to place the figure 
and use an action line through dress to the face. To get more dynamism and strength, I use the sides of the 
dress like assistants. The sorceress´s hair helps me to compensate the weight of the composition because 
her dress is very strong in the bottom. Now, I check if it works as I had in mind. For example, I move the 
main axis until I’m happy with the inclination, in the same way module action line and subtract protagonism 
to the other elements that should be in the second plane.

STEP 2

I continuously apply brushstrokes and stains 
in grey scale to create the basic elements 
of our character and the light environment. I 
make it of a single time, compositional bal-
ance, action, anatomy and perspective. I try 
to make it easy, without the use of elements 
which may be confusing me later. Positive / 
negative spaces and volumes right, the clear-
est thing possible that I can make it, so far 
no details. The idea is not to hinder ourselves 
by drawing too much before it is needed. As 
an example, the magical staff that the figure 
grabs; I begin from the general thing to the 
particular thing. I´m not sure how it will be, but 
on the other hand I know that stain at the end 
is plus or minus the space it´ll use, and there-
fore how it will affect the balance of the com-
position, I´ll go into details later.

So, before beginning to color, I define a little 
more figure adding directions and creating 
volumes that even define the action, the char-
acter’s attitude and dress. I concrete the back-
ground elements like trees and clouds, and 
also define better the atmosphere through 
lighting effects using different brushes, tex-
tures and playing with the different layer in-
tensities. At this point, we must be free to ex-
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press ourselves, but be careful because that power applied through the brush can hinder us and modify the 
weights to the main composition; we try not to lose the basics about our idea.

In the same way I try to develop the range of grey as possible, solving the light intensity through the levels 
and combinations with other options layer such as Soft light. At final, I get enlarge the middle part of the 
tonal range, which is very important because here is where we can see the image quality. Now, I begin with 
a good base of chiaroscuro to begin applying color.

Note that in this process and the following, It doesn´t mean drawing first and painting later, we never 
separate both although we apply the color later. They are constantly intertwined techniques and they help 

mutually. We should take advantage with their 
different characteristics to generate the best 
shades, qualities and textures. With this, prac-
tice what brushstroke style would you like to 
use in each situation; strong, dirty, coarse tex-
ture, very dry, long, small touches, predomi-
nantly drawing through the line, cross, points... 
Investigate and set your own brushes in the 
same way, make your own brush library suited 
to your way of working. Combine other tools 
like the lasso and smudge to create interesting 
stains. At the end, you should use all that you 
need to get experience and learn.

STEP 3

The first thing I have to keep in mind when ap-
plying the color is kind of light I’m using, that 
color temperature is and how it behaves in dif-
ferent materials in the scene.

In this case, the scene consists of a general 
atmosphere clouded by one side, without ap-
parent sun and with a red/purple color, this 
light surrounds the scene. Contrasting with 
this, a powerful spotlight blue/green color from 
the character head and in the smaller quantity 
from the magical staff. In this way, putting the 
focus to the main point of interest. Both, affects 
the top of the figure but it decays to half of her.
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So, How to apply the color? First of all, I start with theoretical color rules to guide me. I have them always in 
my mind because they are very crucial in the process. For example, I think the shadows are always trans-
parent unless they are in complete darkness and how ambient light reflect on it, as well as near objects 
affecting its color. On the other hand, that the medium areas in the color gradations will always have more 
saturated color. And finally, the highlights are always opaque and less saturated than the base color. 

Actually, in the digital world there are so many ways to apply the color and options you are able to com-
bine layers. I use at first, and always starting from the idea of the general thing to the particular thing, large 

masses of color to organize temperature 
and after, depending on the material or 
the effect I want, I combine layer options 
like Soft light, Overlay and Multiply. In the 
same way also each other, several Soft 
light layers for example to achieve specif-
ic shades and play with their opacity that 
I made during white and black process. 
The Levels and Color balance I use them 
to correct the color and balance the pic-
ture. In the end, I get a good color base to 
continue with the process of painting and 
drawing.

Now, I advance in the process adding 
more interesting elements to improve the 
image and defining forms. Experiment-
ing, combining tools, cutting the light on 
the shadows... Finally I´m specifying vol-
umes, defining shapes and textures to 
go into the details and leaving the picture 
near completion.

STEP 4

Taking the paint with the main elements 
finished and expressive stains and forms 
I was looking for, I can add only the at-
mospheric effects to give that endpoint to 
the image. Also some extra brushstrokes, 
as well as various objects and ornaments 
those are preferable to add at the end. I 
concentrate on improving the overall col

Making of Spellweaver
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or, again using the Levels and Color balance. Previously, the 
intensity I was not convinced, so I apply more contrast in gen-
eral with new color layers, dark and saturated colors from the 
sides toward the centre. Finished the image with a lot of atten-
tion, because there are the focus of interest, on the anatomy of 
the face, hands and the lighting effects shown.

After all, I think that I have been able to summarize as possible 
and concentrate it on the points of interest. In the end, I hope 
have been help to you and if I have contributed giving you a dif-
ferent view to expand your knowledge, mission complete.

Website:  http://www.escuderoimagine.es
Email: escudero@escuderoimagine.es
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3ds Max, Vray

by Rakan Jandali, UAE

3D

INTRODUCTION

First I’d like to introduce myself as this is the first Making of I ever did!

I’m Rakan Jandali, Syrian lives in Dubai - U.A.E, I work as a 3d Visual artist / Designer at KCA International 
Designers and heading the visual department. I’ve always loved to work on different 3d software’s and ex-
perimented with different methods to reach a good quality renders, My aim is always to achieve an artistic 
and photorealistic results.

Gathering References and inspirational images is the first thing you always have to do, as that will help to 
give you an idea on how you want your renders to look in terms of colors, lighting and shading. 

MODELING PROCESS

All the modeling was done in 3ds Max using Low poly modeling method, it’s pretty simple and straight for-
ward, for me I always like to model all the furniture separately then I merge them into the main max file. You 
can see the wire frame of some of the furniture used in the scene below:

Making of 
English Pub
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RENDERING SETTINGS

The render settings are simple, actually after experimenting with so many options that you guys can get out 
of any other ”making of”  I was able to make my own that are suitable to fit my render machine  and  less 
time consuming . You can see the render setting below:

Making of English Pub



The final result will always depends on your skills in making a good photo post editing, as the render settings 
are not to rely on when it comes to getting an artistic look to your image.

Tutorial
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by Rakan Jandali, UAE

Making of English Pub
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LIGHTING AND TEXTURING

For me before I start adding any textures to the scene I prefer to start with a grey scale render set-up, using 
a couple of V-ray Lights and a V-ray sun.

Making of English Pub
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After that I start to play around with the lighting to get the result I’m looking for. You can see my lighting set-
up below:

When it comes to texturing the scene I use standard V-ray materials. After making  few test renders , I’ll send 
the scene to a Highres render and this is the Raw render.

Making of English Pub
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POST EDITING

It’s the final process and the most important one to me. I use Photoshop as the main software, sometimes 
I use others like After Effects or Lightroom with Photo looks Plug in.

First of all start with adjusting the brightness and contrast of the image and also make a quick color correc-
tion.

After that make a copy of the main layer and select the corners adding Feather, then add a touch of blue to 
them.

Making of English Pub
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Sometimes you need to add more selections with feather in certain areas to add that warmth feel to your 
image.

Also make an Ambient occlusion render of the scene and add it as Multiply, you might need to change the 
opacity of it, doing that will add more shadows and will bring out the details in your visual.

You can use some nice filters like Diffuse/Glow and Lens correction to create a realistic look to your image.
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As a final touch add a nice background and a lens flare effect to your lights and then flatten your image. 

Finally  I would like to thank our Director John Carolan and our Principal of Design Miss Khuan Chew for 
their guidance and support. I hope you guys find this “making of” helpful. 

Rakan Jandali
Portfolio: http://rakan_jandali.cgarena.com

Email: rlj_zty@yahoo.com
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UnrealScript Masterclass - Part 1 - In this training James Tan begins his series 
on re-creating Assault in UDK. James uses his experience with Unreal Technol-
ogy and Global UDK Educator with Epic, to demystify custom UDK game cre-
ation using UnrealScript. He starts off with setting up the Development Environ-
ment and then goes into the Base UDK Structure. James then goes over Pawns, 
Weapons, Weapon Attachments, Cameras, Player Replication Info, HUD, Inven-
tory, Key Relationships, Archetypes, Unreal FrontEnd, and playing over a LAN. 

Character Design with Carlo Spagnola - In this workshop Carlo Spagnola 
walks you through his visual development process as he creates a Sci-Fi Zom-
bie. In this volume he begins the process from Thumb nailing the character con-
cept using ‘Painter X’. Then he demonstrates a step by step procedure of creat-
ing the zombie from a thumbnail to a fully rendered character using Photoshop. 
He also shows you a detailed approach in painting the highly complicated skin 
texture of the zombie in an easier way.

Artificial Night Lighting Interior Scene + PDF Tutorial - Rendering realistic 
images using artificial lighting can be a tricky process, this require a good base 
of references and a little of creativity, with this scene it will be  a lot of easy for 
you learn how to setup a great and realistic Artificial or Night Lighting Space with 
3ds Max and Vray.Making use of Photometric lights with ies profile, different type 
of lighting, vray light material, physical camera and much more. Plus you will get 
some really nice and realistic 3d models.

Liquid Effects - Liquid Effects contains 50 very detailed 3D-models of of static 
liquid effects. Use them the create stunning imagery for advertisement (drinks, 
cosmetics, food, fruits etc.) and presentations. The 3D-models are provided in 
multiple file formats: 3DS, 3dsmax V9, 3dsmax V9 and VRay, VRML, OBJ, Light-
wave, Cinema4D V7, FBX. This product is compatible with mostly 3d softwares.

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

Original Price - $ 60  |   CGArena Price - $ 54

Original Price - $ 30   |   CGArena Price - $ 19

Original Price - $ 50   |   CGArena Price - $ 46

Original Price - $ 149  |   CGArena Price - $ 135

www.cgarena.com/store

http://www.cgarena.com/store/unrealscript-masterclass-p1
http://www.cgarena.com/store/character-design-carlo-spagnola
http://www.cgarena.com/store/artificial-night-lighting-interior-scene-tutorial
http://www.cgarena.com/store/liquid-effects-3dmodels
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722: Advanced Car Rig & Animation - Vol. 2 - The 722 training is a video 
based training which contains video tutorials that will show you how to create an 
advanced car rig and animate your model of the beautiful McLaren SLR 722s 
Roadster. Learn how to rig and animate the motion of the car’s roof folding away 
to turn your car into a true convertible. This training contains the highly detailed 
3D models of the McLaren Mercedes SLR 722s Roadster, fully textured, rigged, 
animated and video tutorials lasting 5 hours and 20 minutes.

Key to 3D Success 2.0 - Start making good profits from 3D Renders. Well, ac-
tually talking about 3Ds Max & VRay – as a JOB. As a GREAT way of growing 
YOUR name in this industry. Well we ALL know that it actually leads to mak-
ing enough PROFIT$ to do what ever YOU WANT! Doing the best  JOB in the 
WORLD by creating PHOTO-REALISTIC 3D Images LIKE A PRO! Have YOU 
ever had these Challenges? When you just DID NOT KNOW how to make it 
BETTER?

Learning Autodesk Mudbox 2012 -  In this training course for Autodesk Mud-
box 2012, expert Brian Mennenoh is your guide to this powerful software, used 
to sculpt 3D characters and models. Designed for the beginner, you will learn 
from the ground up how to apply the various tools and techniques available, to 
achieve the best results possible. You will follow a single project through from 
start to finish, with each step building on the previous, until you have a completed 
model.

Cliff & Rock Walls Textures - Cliff & Rock Walls provides 100 very detailed 
depictions of seamlessly tileable cliff & rock surfaces. The textures have been 
exclusively designed by Pino Gengo for DOSCH DESIGN. Pino has worked as 
a texture artist on games like Crysis, Crysis Warhead and Far Cry. These high-
resolution Dosch textures (2048 x 2048 pixel) can be used for animations, archi-
tectural visualization, and for all kinds of computer graphics or print applications 
(e.g. catalog, magazine).

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

Original Price - $ 30  |   CGArena Price - $ 15

Original Price - $ 169   |   CGArena Price - $ 59

Original Price - $ 100   |   CGArena Price - $ 79

Original Price - $ 89  |   CGArena Price - $ 79

www.cgarena.com/store

http://www.cgarena.com/store/722-rigging-animation-vol2
http://www.cgarena.com/store/mudbox-2012-video-training
http://www.cgarena.com/store/cliff-rock-walls-textures
http://www.cgarena.com/store/ebook/key-to-3d-success-2
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Tutorial
CGArena

Issue 1 Feb - Mar 2012

Software:

3ds Max, Mental Ray

by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

3D

Hello everyone! In this tutorial I will take you through the steps in the creation of my «Wolf Brigade» illustra-
tion. Strangly, I did not make some concept or sketches to make this. I just started and that’s it.

First of all, before any modeling I setup the scale of the environment like this. In the unit setup, I use the 
centimeters and 1 unit is 1cm. Then I make a biped with the size of 180cm.

THE CHARACTERS

I always use the same technique, I made a spline cage, with the surface modifier apply on it and with an edit 
poly apply on it I can make changes difficult to realize with the spline. It’s important to have 3 or 4 splines 
connected togheter to have a good result or just to have the modifier surface work.

Making of  
The Wolf Brigade
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by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

Here is the result after some pieces creation and some edit poly apply on it. 

And with the helmet. With always the same techniques, no mudbox, 
no ZBrush, just spline modeling and poly modeling.

Now, I add some other elements to complete the armor, to look more 
impressive.  The rigging and skinning was really simple, just a biped and the skin modifier. I only plan to 
make some static poses and I decide to don’t waste lots of time with it.

And voilà, 3 Exo Wolf were created.

Making of The Wolf Brigade
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by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

THE APC (ARMED PERSONNAL CARRIER)

Thx to google search I found lot’s of interesting pictures of APC some were concept and others were real 
one. I started with the wheels and the main body, always with the same techniques of spline modeling 
(When I needed) or poly modeling. And I finished it with the rest of the hull and the huge gun.

BACKGROUNDS AND ELEMENTS 
THAT’S COMPOSITE IT

The different structure that compose the background were 
done with lot’s of primitive or simple extruded shape. No 
complicated modeling for these.

Making of The Wolf Brigade
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Tutorial
CGArena

Issue 1 Feb - Mar 2012

by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

Making of The Wolf Brigade
The little chunks of rocks on the ground were placed with the scatter tool that you can find in the compound 
object (creation tab of max). Now, I can place the different elements that compose the background.

FINALIZING THE COMPOSITION

Now I can add the APC in the scene  and the 3 characters.
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by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

SHADERS, TEXTURES

The textures used for this illustration were mainly taken from the cg-
textures.com website and the others from my photographic apparel. I 
use only the arch&design material, really powerful and simple to use. 
As 90% of materials were metal, I will only show you one of these. The 
others were based on this one and I only tweak the reflectivity and IOR.

LIGHTING

First, setup the exposure control like 
this. 

Why I choose these values? Simply 
because I don’t need to set really 
huge value for the lights and it works 
pretty fine like this. You can see that 
for the background I only choose a 
simple color, no map, no hdr. Color is 
a dark blue-gray.

Now, the lights. (A really simple setup)

First the skylight, and the light used as the sun or maybe the moon... 

Making of The Wolf Brigade
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Tutorial
CGArena

Issue 1 Feb - Mar 2012

by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

Making of The Wolf Brigade
The others lights were small omni with red-orange 
color used to simulate the fire color, as I plan to com-
posite the fire after the render.

RENDERING

Now, let’s start the render. here is the mental ray 
setup I use, not always but often. 

The original render was made in 2560 X 1440 as 
resolution.

The final result before the composition shown here.
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by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

COMPOSITING

I always used photoshop before for the compositing, but now I moved to Nuke with the help of a friend and 
a great compositer (Patrice Bilodeau) who teach me how to use this great software. I was really surprised 
how easy it was. And wow, what a result.

First import all the passes needed  rendered 
within 3dsmax. Here is a pic with all the pass-
es I used to achieve the final result. 

And the footage for the fire effects.

Here is the tree of the composition in Nuke 
and some zoom of it.

Making of The Wolf Brigade
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Tutorial
CGArena

Issue 1 Feb - Mar 2012

by  Thibaut Claeys, Canada

Making of The Wolf Brigade
After many hours spend to tweak and change the colors, contrast, etc. I finally got the result. I had great fun 
to learn and use this great software. Final result after composition.

Hope you enjoyed this little walkthrough on how I create my Wolf Brigade illustration. The work-flow that I 
followed is not set in stone. I always try to discover new and better ways, so don’t hesitate to step out of the 
box and experiment.

Website:  http://www.sevarnya.com 
Email: bito@sevarnya.com
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Software:

ZBrush

by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

3D
INTRODUCTION
 
Hi, In this making of I’ll explain the process behind the “Deep One”. It is a creature design based on the 
description of what H.P. Lovecraft calls a “deep one” in his novel “Shadow over Innsmouth” and it is made 
for Bryan Wynia’s cg course.

Before we start I want to mention few things about the course. It was a blast ! Bryan definitely have a unique 
lay of working and did put a lot of effort in his course. The three weeks of creature creation , following his 
instructions and videos were amazing experience…and the best thing is that I heard he will update it soon 
with ZB4 R2 stuff and more. I recommend it to everyone that have interest in designing creatures and wants 
to bring their game to a higher level.

REFERENCES AND LAUNCHING OF...

Knowing the subject matter, the first thing to do is a quick reference hunting. Quick is important here be-
cause it is wise to start as quick as possible and not spend so much time in reference gathering than actual 
sculpting. People often procrastinate and spend awful amount of time for their reference, but the true thing 
is that almost always any image will do the work ,at least for the beginning. So I spend half an hour to collect 
few photos and started sculpting right away.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

Because I was quick in the reference stage this saved me extra time for analyzing and observing the photos 
that I found. I did couple of sketches of different fishes and sketched some details from the rest of the photo 
reference that I found interesting.This helps me to get familiarized with the subject and to start thinking. For 
instance , details from the blue-eyed fish from the ref sheet made there way in one of the speed sculpts, 
particularly the protrusions below the its mouth. The curves of the crocodile’s mouth in the upper left from 
the ref sheet was used in the second sculpt, the eye image served as a texture for the eyes in the later 
stages and so on.

SPEED SCULPTING

For the speed sculpts we were provided with a simple 
basemesh of a human bust. It has the right topology 
and loops for easy sculpting and at the same time 
was simple enough and not constraining in any way.I 
don’t recommend starting with well defined and dense 
basemesh because it can lock you in the forms al-
ready established. 
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

The fun starts here. The task at hand was to develop several speed sculpt that will serve as bases for the 
next stages. I want to stress on two very important things in my opinion:

1) Don’t rush to subdivide the mesh too early on in the beginning but play with the silhouette  slowly. Con-
centrate on the silhouette and the gesture first and establish them by using the move brush on the lower 
subdivision levels. Don’t move on until you are happy with it. When you come up with something cool than 
it is time to subdivide further and to continue to add volumes and secondary shapes.Now it is important not 
to screw up the silhouette you crafted earlier on, lay lumps of digital clay slowly and methodically.Lowering 
the z intensity might be a good idea so you don’t add or subtract from the sculpt too rapidly and eventually 
destroy the silhouette.

2) The second important thing is to break up the symmetry early on. This is so important and will give life to 
your sculptures,eventually they will start looking more natural. Don’t be afraid to do it and don’t save it just 
for the details at the end, turn it off early on.

Here is an example, the sculpture on next page is by Bernini and it’s called “Bust of Cardinal Scipione Bor-
ghese”. I’m sure you can recognise which one is the original, but to give you a hint the image on the left 
looks more natural than the one on the right. Why? Because in traditional sculpture there is no automatic 
symmetry.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

Here are the three speed sculpts I’ve made:
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

THUMBNAILING

Using the liquify, puppet warp and a simple round brush, the aim is to generate different ideas and push the 
design as far as possible. This approach is very suitable for people with stronger 3d capabilities than pure 
2d painting because you don’t start from scratch, you don’t confront a blank sheet of paper, but rather start 
with the foundation you did in the previous stage and build on in. 

At this stage I spend a bit more time searching for more reference, this time narrowing the search not only 
to fishes and frogs but to other animals and also for color patterns.

I started first by varying the proportions and the features with the liquify and the puppet warp. Puppet warp 
is a new feature in CS5 and with its help I could quickly distort, pose and change the proportions of the 
characters.

Liquify is really valuable tool, not only for varying the features but also as replacement for the eraser tool. 
Lots of the times it is better to transform , push and pull with the liquify than to erase and start over. Using 
the basic round brush overpaint on top of the base renders.The main point here is to explore and come up 
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

with different ideas that you can choose from later than to have many thumbnails that looks the same. Also 
you may trow up some pattern design at this stage although I didn’t focus on that.

Here are the thumbs I did. Initially I really liked number 10 from the image below, but decided to go with 8 
because it fit the character description better.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

REFINING THE 3D MODEL

Using thumbnail number 7 as mine design choice, I refined one of the speed sculpts to resemble better the 
concept. Details and alphas came after that.

At this stage you can continue to explore the design further this time in 3d and you probably should not stick 
strictly to what you’ve thumbnailed. Rotate and look the sculpt from different angles, make sure it looks good 
from everywhere.

I remember that I particularly struggled with his expression giving him more pleasant and intelligent look 
than it should have. That was pointed to me by Bryan and I didn’t notice it while I was working on it so I later 
fixed it.

As for the brushes. It doesn’t really matter ,but for the sake of clarity I use mainly clay, clay buildup, modified 
pinch brush that pinches really tight, trim dynamic and trim adaptive to establish planes. For smoothing I 
really like the smooth directional brush because it doesn’t wipe out the forms as the normal smooth.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

For detailing I used few alphas of pores and wrinkles that we were provided and I layered them on the 
character. Then I hit them one more time with the standard brush to reinforce here and there, varying how 
embedded they were so they don’t appear equally recessed in the surface.

POLYPAINTING

I made a quick overpaint of the revised 3d sculpted  to explore patterning possibilities. The first one I liked I 
then tried to transfer onto the 3d model using regular polypainting.

This stage was all about 
layering glazes of paint 
using the standard brush 
with “rgb” turned on and 
stroke set to spray.

After I finished the color-
ing job I step back from 
the computer and real-
ized that this character 
with fit ridiculously well 
in environment where it 
is surrounded by water-
melons – he will have the 
perfect camouflage. :)
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

RENDERING AND COMPOSING

The rendering was done entirely in ZBrush by exporting out many different passes. I’ve experimented a lot 
applying different materials and the ones I liked the most I exported out. I ended up with about 20 passes 
which includes few ambient occlusion renders with different settings, several lighting passes simulating 
main light, fill light and rim light , few specular passes that catch light on the tiny lumps and bumps of the 
sculpt, different color materials and so on.

All those were brought in Photoshop for the final composition. The process was mainly an exploration, trying 
out which of the blending modes will serve well for a particular render pass, erasing the unwanted stuff, mix-
ing and matching .I literally cut out the parts from a pass that I liked and blend them in with an appropriate 
layer mask.

You may already noticed from the previous images that the 3d was actually a bust but in the final render the 
body is extended beyond the picture frame. This as well as other areas and details like small shadows and 
highlights was directly painted in Photoshop. Here and there a texture was used but not too much. 
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

A cool trick to know is to use the layer’s “blend if” sliders. Right click on a layer and choose “Blending Op-
tions” this will open the Layer styles dialogue, and on the bottom you can see two identical looking sliders, 
one called “This Layer”, the other “Underlying Layer”.

Moving the black and white sliders for the bar on top will cause areas of the currently selected layer to dis-
appear from view. Moving the sliders for the bar on the bottom will cause areas of the layer(s) below the 
currently selected layer to show through the selected layer, as if it’s punching holes through the layer. The 
effect will be harsh until you drag the sliders by holding the ALT key. This will add transition to the effect and 
will give you more control over the blending.

Good example for using the Blend If sliders is when you want to remove lighting information only from the 
recessed or occluded areas. Select the layer that contains the lighting information and using the bottom 
blend if slider move the black marker to the right, you will notice that the areas from that layer that sits above 
dark areas from the layers below, will diminish quickly. Use ALT to split the marker in two and adjust the 
falloff until there is nice transition.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

FINAL TOUCHES

A week after the final render was done I returned back to it to fix some 
things that I noticed later and other things that colleagues and fellow 
artist point me out. I think it is very important to revisit your work after a 
while, because you often see mistakes and chances for improvement 
you couldn’t earlier.

For example, almost at the end  I realized that i didn’t render the passes 
with the proper anti-aliasing options and all of the edges were jagged. 
To fix this I went over the edges with the smudge tool at a lower strength 
and with the blur tool. This way I was able to polish the edges and blend 
the character with the background better.

I run a “paint daubs” filter onto a flattened copy of the image and masked 
out parts of it so only the face and other areas of focus could look more 
sharp than the rest.
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by Martin Punchev, Bulgaria

To sharpen even more the main focus point I used the sharpen brush tool and gently stroked the face here 
and there.

OUTRO

Here is something else I did to chill out while doing these…In the book “Shadow over Innsmouth” these 
creatures live in abandoned human houses …after a while of trying to think how a typical innsmouth fellows 
look like , I began to imagine what these guys do in their normal day by day live. After all they don’t chase 
foreigners every day, so what do they in their houses away from the visitors eyes ? Below is a typical inns-
mouth family , the father, his wife and son (obsessed with his favourite cartoon hero).

I think the most important thing is to have fun while working on whatever type of art you do!

Thank for reading, I hope some of the information presented here is useful for you. I’ll really like to hear your 
question and opinions in the comments and don’t hesitate to write me :)

P.S - Most of the process I owe to Bryan Wynia, who I strongly admire. I’m looking further to his next course.

Martin Punchev
Web: http://www.vertexbee.com

Email: codefather@gmail.com
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